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Ic is shown that the random voltage V, resulting from pulses with independent random 
amplitude Yi Poisson arrivals, and exponential decay, can be asymptotically represented, in the 
stationary case, by the following random variable; namely a sum of products of random variables: 
where 
uj = ,Q xy. 
Here 
X, are independent uniform random variables, 
p > 0 is the decay parameter, 
A >O is the rate of the Poisson process. 
shot noise random telegraph signal 
random sum of products of random variables simulation of shot processes 
distribution of quadratic forms in normal\, stochastic process of astronomical 
variables interest 
1. Introduction 
Identical stochastic models have been developed for different physical 
phenomena rising in electronic devices by Harris and Paxson [14], Takacs [23, 24, 
25, 261 and Gilbert and Pollak [lo]. 
Our purpose is to present here a class of random variables arising in another field 
of physics [3] (but also in stochastic economy [16]) which enables us to simulate 
easily the preceding stochastic models in the stationary case. 
Let us briefly recall the theory of electron multiplier counters ‘of Takacs, 
obviously valid also for the description of shot noise [lo], as well asffor storage 
problems arising in management scierze [9]. 
Particles are emitted according t a Poisson process with the rate A. These 
particles are detected using an electron multiplier. To each particle corresponds aln 
electronic pulse whose amplitude is a random variable Yi, the Yi being indepen- 
* At present: BattelIe Institute, CarouL;e, Switzerland. 
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dent. Each electronic pulse has an exponential decay in the RC circuit in which the 
electron n&iplier is include:d (with a time constant /3 = I/RC). 
Then the mtsasured voltage V, at time t is a random variable 
v = UiY;,, c 19 
OCfiSi 
where 
ui = e-@(l-‘$, (2) 
The ti are random variables representing the instants at which the particles are 
detected. 
We are now concerned with the study of the stationary case, i.e. when d -+ ~0. 
2. A random sum of products of random variables 
Let Y be a random variable and Yi, i 
Let ti: i = &I, 2,. . ., with to = 0 be the 
arrival rate A > 0. 
= 1,2,. . .) a random sample from Y. 
arrival times of a Poisson process with 
If N = N(f) is the number of arrivals in the interval [0, t], we have 
P(N= A) = P(l” S t n &!“+I B t) 
= e-Ar Wn-’ n = 1 2 
+_q!’ ’ ‘**** 
We assume that Yi and ti are independent. 
We define 
WN = 2 ebPriYi, /3 > 0, 
i=l 
and we show the following: 
(3) 
exists in probability. 
Proof. We have 
i 
(zp4 = I-I e-P’d~-fj-r) = * zj, I-I 
1’1 i-1 
(5) 
with 
2, = e’“P(fj-rj-*) 
9 j = 1,. . ., i4 (6) 
Since the ti are the arrival times of a Poisson process the differences Si - tj-l are 
independent and have the same distribution (exponential with parameter A). 
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Therefore the 2’ in (6) are independent and have 0 5 E(Z) < 1. Thereflore,. 
according to [3] 
m OD * 
c e i -&y = c II ’ ZiYi=W i= I i=l j=l 
e.xists in probability. 
We therefore have only to show that 
WN(l)* W in probability. 
To prove this, it is sufficient to show that 
E (I W - W,qt&m+ 0. 
(7) 
We have 
E(( W- WNI)=E 
(I 
2 e-“iYi 
i=N+l I) 
m 
SE c e (9) ,
i=N+l 
s E(,’ Y I) 2 2 E(e’@‘i& G t r-l tn+l > t)P(N = n). 
n=l i=n+l 
We look for a bound fo; 
ig+, E(~-BVA), 
where A, = {tm =S t (7 tn+l > t}. WC have 
i $+1 E (@ /A,) = eBB’ [E (e-B(r~+l-r)/Ah) + 
+ 2 E fi ~nB(ff-r,-f)e-B(t~+n-t) ( . IA)1 n uw i==n+2 i=bacz 
where we take into account that 
e-8(%+,-t) s 1 
and that ti - tie1 for i = II + 2, n t 3,. . . are independent of A,. 
Let 
q = E(,-~(crc/-l)), j a 11 + 2, 
=E(Z,)=&. 
Using the independence and the identical distribution of Zj we: find from (10) 
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2 E (e-"VA,, ) zg e,@ 1 + g qi-n-1 
i*n- 1 ( i=n+2 )= (l++)e? 
Prom (9) and (1Ob) we obtain 
E(IW- WNl)~(l+~)e-mE(IY()+.m-+O. 
UW 
3. Simulation of sbt noise 
V is possible to express the random variable V, in (1) in the following way 
where & represents the date of the last arrival before t (IV is a random index 
distributed according to the Poisson distribution), and Vt,- represents the random 
vohqe just before lthe Nfh impulsion. 
Then from (2) 
or 
ui = e-Pcr-r~)e-B(rhl-r~-t) . . . e-Pt$+I-+), 
where 
zj = X:/h 
and the Xi are independent and un’formly dis:Iibuted on [0, 11, and N = n is 
determined by 
Then 
n n zn_j+, 22 em@ 
j=l 
fi Zn-j+l <e-” 
9 
j=O 
or 
113) 
Using (13) in (1 I) 
V, = e-B(r-rjvJ 
[g (0 zN-i+l) YN-i+1+ yN]* 
But it is well known from the theory of Poisson processes that 8: = t - ?N has the 
distribution function Ft (@), where 
( 1 - e+ for 0 S 8 S f, 
F;(8) = 
i 1 for 8 > t, 
(see, fox 
t-+=J. 
If we 
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instance, Chung [7]). Then Ot is asymptotically exponentially distributed1 if
define 
z N-j+1 
> 
Y N--1+10 ( w 
WN and W;E then have the same distribution, since 
and 
have the 
way by: 
or 
ZN-j+l and Zj, j = 1, . . ., N, 
YN-i+I and Yi, i = 1,. . ., N 
same distribution and N = II is determined in both cases in an equivalent 
[(rizj~e-Br)n(iil$<c-~r)], 
j-l / j=l 
K rI ” Zn-j+* 3e-@ n j=l > ( ,_. Zn-j+l C ewp’ fi . .- )I 
As a consequence of the preceding lemma we find that the random process1 V, 
converges in distribution to the random variable W, if t + 00 and E (I Y I) < 00, p :* 0. 
Remark. Using a result from [3], it is easy to see that as h + 00 or (and) as p -+ 0, the 
random process \-VN is asymptotically normally distributed. 
According to the preceding result, we can identify the random variable W with 
the stationary random voltage lim,,, Vt. 
It will then be easy to simulate W using W,,, with m sufficiently large 141. An 
appropriate pseudo-random number generator will be taken for the randlom 
variables Yi according to their density. The simulation of the variables Ui is quite 
trivial since they are products of powers of uniform random numbers. 
The main interest of this method is to make unnecessary the simulation of the 
arrivals of the Poisson process in the stationary case: an example is provided in ‘Fig. 
I (for p = AL; Y = 1 with probability one). This method decreases the simulation 
time since tihe generation of a Poisson variable already implies, for insta.nce, using 
the multiplictition method [ l]to perform N multiplications of pseudo-random 
uniform numbers 
the shot noise in 
The case of a 
difficulty where 
and to compare the resulting values with e-“. The simulation of 
the non-stationary case may be found in reference [8]. 
non-homogeneous Poisson process can be considered without 
and 
p[I+/ = n] = e-ncr) ‘;1”’ 
( - l)!’ 
n = 1,2,... 
A (1!) = 
I 
f W)dS~ 
0 
04 
f(W,l 
04 
03 
rJ2 
0.1 
c 
D 
ii ‘--- PO 13 2Q 2.61 30 4.0 
Fig, 1, Ftvquerxy distribu:ian and Monk Carlo histogram (2MNXI pseudamrandom numbers, W,,,, where 
vk = 10) of the example 13 = A, Y ;= 1, with probability 1(where 0,561 is aqurrl to P, and y Is the EWer 
constant, see [4)), 
Then flj = z,,_~ - fj, j = 0,1,2,. , . is distributed according to 
where Xj is uniformly distributed. We obtain 
8 =A-‘(-logxj) 
and 
(15) 
The case of an Erlang process can also be considered, but only with a 
synchronous counting (see Haight [13)). Some more examples are given in the 
following. 
The integral equation of the distribution of quadratic forms in normal v~iables 
[II], namely 
where the hi 30 are the f3@2RVdUC% of the matrix ~XIUC~ RA, But from [$I we 
know that f(w) is akm the density of 
where the XI are independent uniform variables on [O, 11, and the Yi are 
independen i and mixed exponential variables with density h (y ), 
wY)= 1 
1 r, 1 m c e-y’2A,- , 
tl i=J 2hi 
y a f?, 
(2-a) 
0, y -=o. 
This is only one scholastic example, since the generation of W2 will be less 
time-consuming than the generation of WI if the infinite sum is stopped at m c 21, 
(this inequality is given by the number of operations to perform in both cases) if the 
Box-Mufler method [l] is used to generate the normal deviates of WI. Numerical 
methods for the solution of the integral equation (16) have been already considered 
in [IS]. 
A;ir approximate xpression is given in [ll] for f(w) 
(21) 
(22) 
with r = p2/u2, 
EL = 2 A, *2=2$ hf. 
j-l j=l 
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An example may be found in Fig. 2 for n = 8 and Al = At = 1, AS = As = 0.75,, 
Ag = A6 = 0.20, A, = he = 0.05. 
4.2. 
Note that the random variable Y can take negative values (see examples in[3]), 
and the filtered random signal of the type proposed by Newman [191 in the 
following 581853: 
(23) 
(where the tk are tke Poisson arrivals with rate A) can be asymptotically (t --) 00) 
represented by [N(t) being the number of arrivats in (0, t)]: 
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or 
Then I( can be asymptotically represented by EW (t --)~), where 
P(E = cl)=f ; ’ 
and 
The x’r ate independent and uniformly distribute!J on [O, l], J3ut W is beta 
(‘24) 
distributed [3]: 
lo 9 elsewhere, 
One can easily check from (27) that the density of is 
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4.4. 
The random variable W 
is connected with the random variable introduced by Chaudrasekhar and Munch 
[Q], [l$]: 
Where N(t) isI Poisson distributed, the ti are the Poisson arrival times and the Zj 
independent positive random variables subject to E(Log 2) l : 0 and distributed 
according to the density f(2). 
Then Yi = ti+l- ti are independent exponential variables, and for t --) 00, V(t) 
converges in distribution to W, the distribution of W is given by the following 
integral equation: 
G(W)+G’(W)=[G(F)f(S)df. (33) 
The random variable (7) seems to appear for the first time (for the solution of a 
differential equation) in a lecture (by M. Mac in 1956). See [22]. A nice chacteriza- 
tion of the geometric distribrqtion using the random variable (7) has been given by 
Uppuluri et al. [27]. The applic&ion of the random variable (7) in analytic number 
theory may be found in Refs. [ZS, 29,4] and in a probll:m of a finite dam [32], or in 
management science [2G] in cumulative damage with annealing [33], and in 
pollution control 121. A comprehensive r view has been made by ‘Vervaat [30]. 
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Appendix 
Let us consider now cases1 for which lim,. += V, does not exist, The following 
results [12, 21, 171 might be used. 
(i) Grintsevichyus [12], Sxekely [21] and Lev [17] have studied the sums of the 
type: . 
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when E[log Z] ~2 0, var[log Z] < OQ, for which lint,,,_,, W,, does not exist. If we 
consider the randomized sum WN, instead of W,, as in [U, 21, 171: 
since the following limiting result exists (if E(Z’““) s 1): 
Define 
U = “fil Zj 
j-1 
(36) 
and 
R = exp( - fiE(log Z))U”“? m; (3 ) / 
The random variable R will be asjlmptotically log-normal, U being a product of a 
random number of random variables. Thus 
log WN - At E(log 2) 
fi 
(38) 
will tend to a normal distribution t + 00. 
(ii) If we consider the special case E(log 2) = 0, for instance, valid for the 
reflected Cauchy distribution, the same arguments as those used by Ezekely [21] 
and Lev [17] might be employed to prove that l/fiHog WN has a reflected normal 
distribution. 
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